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Is Russia in the Bible?
In the January 2022 edition of Light for the Last Days I wrote that there were three 
world situations threatening wars which could have far reaching consequences.  
Russia and Ukraine, China and Taiwan and Iran and Israel. Now the Russia and 
Ukraine war has happened.  Will the other two follow? 

The world was in shock after weeks of denying that he had any intention to 
invade Ukraine, Vladimir Putin has done just that.  Our TV screens have been 
full of pictures of Russian tanks on the roads of Ukraine, buildings shattered by 
Russian missiles and desperate people sheltering underground. The Ukrainian 
forces are fighting back the superior Russian forces, while enduring terrible 
damage on their cities and people.  There is talk of a negotiated settlement, which 
is most to be desired, but nothing decided at the time of writing this magazine.  
Over two million people have fled the country to become refugees with a 
projection of as much as four million 
leaving in the days to come.  

From the Russian point of view the 
invasion has been a disaster, its army 
performing very badly, with poor 
communications and low morale 
amongst its battered troops.  Putin’s 
propaganda that they were going 
in to liberate Ukraine from Nazis 
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has been shown to be a ridiculous 
lie and now they face the universal 
scorn and rejection from the Ukrainian 
people, including its Russian speaking 
population.  After the terrible damage 
Russia has inflicted on Ukrainian 
cities the prospects of the Ukrainians 
accepting a pro Russian puppet 
regime in place of Zelensky and his 
government are nil.  Russia now finds 
itself a pariah in the world, impacting 
its economy and every aspect of life.  
Putin has had to impose police state 
restrictions barring protests against the 
war and any genuine reporting on what 
is happening in Ukraine. 

What is behind this?  Putin claims 
that since the fall of the Soviet Union, 
NATO has been encroaching on what 
Russia regards as its territory.  He says 
that the west has been humiliating 
Russia and trying to undermine its 
government with the aim of absorbing 
it into their world order plan.  Russia 
claims that the first stage in this process 
was to take Ukraine into the western 
orbit and then use this as a staging post 
for overthrowing its government.  The 
attempt to put this into practice began 
in 2014, when there was a revolution in 
Ukraine ousting the pro Russian (and 
very corrupt) President Yanukovitch.  

Russia claims this was orchestrated by 
the EU and US.

This was a threat to Russia for two 
reasons.  First if Ukraine prospers in 
a democratic union with EU backed 
by NATO it will cause the Russians to 
become restive and want to change 
their present corrupt government.  This 
has been described as a ‘kleptocracy’ 
in which Putin and his oligarchs 
control immense wealth and power 
and suppress freedom in Russia.  
Secondly Russia needs access to the 
Black Sea and its warm water ports for 
its fleet.  The Soviet navy was based 
at Sebastopol in Crimea and Odessa 
during the days of the Soviet Union.  
When the Soviet Union collapsed, 
Russia maintained its naval base at 
Sebastopol, however Crimea became 
a part of Ukraine.  Odessa is Ukraine’s 
main outlet to the sea for exporting its 
goods.
 
As long as Ukraine remained neutral, 
this uneasy situation was able to 
continue up to 2013.  But after Ukraine 
turned towards the EU and NATO, US 
warships started patrolling the Black 
Sea, and were allowed to resupply in 
Odessa.  With Sebastopol technically 
under Ukrainian control as well, 
America / NATO could in theory have 
gained influence in the entire Black 
Sea.  From Russia’s point of view this 
would be a bit like the Russian fleet 
having a controlling influence over 
the English Channel and docking in 
Plymouth and Portsmouth.  Putin then 
decided to re-assert Russia’s previous 
ownership of Crimea and took it back 
into Russian hands.  
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Russia sees NATO as a hostile force, 
which has moved right up to Russia’s 
borders in the Baltic states, and is 
stationing its troops in Poland and 
Romania.  Putin claims this is contrary 
to promises made to Russia in the 
1990s.  Ukraine is a bridge too far so 
Putin demanded that NATO should 
back off and never allow Ukraine to join 
NATO.  

Putin sees himself confronting the 
west’s ‘world order’ and trying to 
enforce his own alternative world 
order.  Just before the invasion of 
Ukraine started he went to China to 
consult with Chinese leader Xi Jinping 
to try to confirm this alliance.  This 
would make a Russia – China based 
world order of former Communist 
rulers in order to make their part of the 
world safe for their dictatorships.  

There are a number of prophetic spin 
offs from this which we will look at 
before getting into the question of 
whether Russia is mentioned in the 
Bible in the prophecy of Gog and 
Magog in Ezekiel 38-9.

Russia and the EU.  

The Soviet Union was a Communist 
dictatorship which brought oppression 
and misery to millions and was a 
severe persecutor of Christians. Far 
from creating peace and equality, the 
Communist Party leaders became the 
new ruling class with power, wealth 
and control over society (as Putin and 
his oligarchs are today).  They enforced 
this by a police state, the KGB and the 
gulag camps where political prisoners 
were held in the terrible conditions 

described by the writer Alexander 
Solzhenitsyn.  By its hold over the 
Communist regimes of Eastern Europe 
after World War 2, Moscow became 
the controlling power over the Warsaw 
Pact countries, from Poland down 
to Bulgaria, separated from western 
Europe by the Iron Curtain.

Soviet President Gorbachev attempted 
to liberalise Communism during the 
1980s with his ‘glasnost’ (openness) and 
‘perestroika’ (restructuring) programme.  
People were already fed up with the 
stifling dictatorships in eastern Europe 
and rose up in revolution in 1989, as 
one country after another threw out 
the Communists.   In 1991 Communist 
rule in the Soviet Union collapsed and 
the different republics of the Union 
of Soviet Socialist Republics (USSR) 
became independent countries.  All of 
eastern Europe joined the EU, including 
the Baltic States which had been part of 
the USSR.  

Putin sees the fall of the Soviet Union 
as a ‘catastrophe of the century’ 
which has left Russia vulnerable on 
its western border where it once had 
client states like Poland, East Germany 
and Czechoslovakia and now has 
countries which have joined the EU and 
NATO.  Russia wants these buffer states 
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to protect itself from invasion from the 
west, mindful of the terrible suffering 
it endured when the Nazis invaded in 
1941, resulting in the death of around 28 
million Soviet citizens.

Today Russia’s move into Ukraine is seen 
as a threat to all the countries that left 
the Soviet orbit to join the western one, 
hence NATO building up its defence 
of countries like Poland and the Baltic 
states.  One of the spin offs of this crisis 
is that EU leaders are seeing the need to 
beef up Europe’s armies and strengthen 
European unity.  President Macron of 
France has called for the creation of a 
united EU army to defend Europe, along 
with calls for deeper EU integration.  EU 
president Ursula von der Leyen is now 
calling for the EU to unite to make itself 
independent from Russian oil, gas and 
coal.  

The renewed threat from Russia and 
the economic crisis now threatening 
Europe may cause it to push for deeper 
unity and to emerge as a power in its 
own right, in a country called Europe.  
According to Bible prophecy there will 
be a revived Roman Empire in the last 
days of this age, which will be the the 
seat of the Antichrist’s power in the last 
days (see Revelation 13, 17.9-14, Daniel 
7.19-25).  Many connect this power with 
the European Union.  This power will 
be involved in a peace settlement in 
the Middle East involving Israel (Daniel 
9.27).  This peace settlement will set 
off the final seven year period of the 
tribulation (Daniel 9.27).  One view of 
prophecy is that this will come after 
the failed invasion of Israel by Russia 
and allies, prophesied in Ezekiel 38-9.  
More on this later in this article.

Because of the crisis with Russia, 
Europe is looking for alternative 
sources of supply.  The EU has 
approached Israel to supply it with gas 
via Egypt, which Israel’s government 
is currently considering.  Israel’s 
Leviathan gas field is situated in 
the Mediterranean Sea off the coast 
of Israel in the north.  There was a 
proposal to create a pipeline from Israel 
through Cyprus and Greece to Italy, 
where it would be used as a supply of 
gas to Europe.  Currently this has been 
suspended because of environmental 
considerations, objections from Turkey 
and a move against it by the Biden 
administration in the USA.  If it were to 
be revived Russia may see it as a threat 
to its interests, a possible motivation 
for its involvement in the Gog and 
Magog war, when it comes to ‘take great 
plunder’ (Ezekiel 38.11).  

These issues therefore encourage 
deeper EU integration, as it tries to 
push its influence eastwards and 
towards Israel.  In Daniel 8.9 we read: 
‘And out of one of them (the Revived 
Roman empire) came a little horn (the 
Antichrist) which grew exceedingly 
great toward the south, toward the 
east, and toward the Glorious Land 
(Israel).’

Russia, sanctions and the world economy.  
 
Since the fall of Communism, Russia 
has become increasingly linked into 
the global economy.  Its main export is 
oil and gas which accounts for around 
40% of its income.  A cut off from 
Russian oil and gas threatens the future 
of the EU particularly Germany which 
imports 55% of its energy needs from 
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Russia.  Already countries in Europe are 
reporting a crisis due to rising cost of 
energy, which is adding to the pressure 
on their economies.  Without Russian 
gas many of the countries of Europe 
would face a massive crisis, causing the 
shutdown of much of their industry.

Russia and Ukraine also produce 
about 25% of the world’s wheat and 
corn.  Countries in North Africa and 
the Middle East depend on Ukrainian 
wheat for their bread supply.  Russia 
produces around two-thirds of all the 
world’s fertilizer, which it is about 
to take out of circulation for the rest 
of the world.  As the countries of the 
northern hemisphere enter into the 
growing season this could badly effect 
food production, raising the prospect 
of famine stalking the nations.  For 
more on this see our ‘Signs of the 
Times’ section.

Expelling Russia from the world’s 
banking system, particularly the SWIFT 
exchange system will do great damage 
to Russia’s economy, but could also 
damage the west, especially America.  
Russia’s response to this is to seek to 
build up an alternative system with 
China, which it is in the process of 
setting up.  This exchange system could 
be attractive to a number of countries 
and cause the SWIFT exchange system 
to go down.  This in turn could cause 
the dollar to fail as the world’s reserve 
currency, bringing about the social and 
economic collapse of the USA.

We are also seeing the possibility of 
total disaster through nuclear war 
or a lesser disaster through one of 
the nuclear sites in Ukraine releasing 

contamination throughout Europe.  
When the Chernobyl reactor in 
northern Ukraine was on fire in 1986, it 
was within 48 hours of blowing up the 
whole site which would have rendered 
much of Belarus and Ukraine and 
surrounding countries uninhabitable 
for centuries.  Brave action of workers 
at the site stopped this total disaster, 
but even so we had the world’s worst 
nuclear accident yet.  The situation 
at Chernobyl was perilous after the 
Russians cut off power to the site, 
risking a further escape of radio active 
material.  This has now now been 
restored but the situation remains 
dangerous, threatening the safety of 
the site. The Russians have shelled 
Zaporizhzhia Nuclear Power Plant in 
Enerhodar, a city about 400 miles from 
Kyiv, almost creating another nuclear 
disaster.

In all this we see signs of the prophecy 
of Revelation 6, the four horsemen of 
the apocalypse, coming on the earth.  
This marks the beginning of the Great 
Tribulation period which precedes the 
second coming of Christ, as the false 
messiah (antichrist) rides out on the 
white horse, seeking world dominance, 
leading to war, famine and mass death 
on the earth.  How near or far we are 
from this, we cannot be sure, but it 
looks ominously like humanity is 
heading in this direction.

Russia, Syria and Iran (Persia).   
 
An event took place in the Indian 
Ocean in January, which focuses on 
another anti-American nation - Iran.  
Iran, Russia, and China held their third 
combined naval drill in the northern 
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Indian Ocean, amid speculation that 
the three countries are teaming up in 
the face of growing regional tensions 
with the United States.  Since coming 
to office in June 2021, Iran’s hard-line 
President Ebrahim Raisi has pursued 
a policy to deepen ties with both 
Moscow and Beijing.

Iran has openly stated its intention 
to eliminate the state of Israel and is 
supplying missiles to Israel’s enemies, 
Hezbollah in Lebanon in particular.  
Israel has evidence of Iran’s plan to 
build a nuclear weapon capable of 
destroying the Jewish state and has 
vowed to prevent this from happening, 
including a threat to destroy Iran’s 
nuclear facilities.  If Israel does attack 
Iran it could ignite a regional war which 
would see Russia come in on the side 
of Iran.  Israel is already attacking 
Iranian bases in Syria, which prompted 
an Iranian attack on a US army base 
in Erbil, Iraq, which the Iranians said 
was being used as a spy centre for 
Israel.  In January Israel carried out a 
drill to prepare for war in the north, 
in particular a conflict with Iran’s ally, 
Hezbollah in Lebanon. 

Russia supports the Assad regime in 
Syria and used its air power to crush 
Assad’s enemies in the Syrian civil 
war (in the process destroying cities 
like Aleppo).  Russia needs Assad in 
power to keep control of its Syrian 
port facilities in Latakia and Tartus and 
its air base at Hemeimeem.   On 15th 
February the Russian military deployed 
long-range nuclear-capable bombers 
and fighter jets carrying state-of-
the-art hypersonic missiles to its air 

base in Syria, and conducted massive 
naval drills in the region amid soaring 
tensions with the West over Ukraine.

Russian and Syrian planes flew close 
to Israel’s northern border after Israel 
expressed support for Ukraine.  Russia 
also told the Israelis that it does not 
recognise Israeli control of the Golan 
Heights and that these should be 
returned to Syria.  There is no way Israel 
can do this. Russia is becoming irritated 
with Israel’s attacks on Iranian targets 
in Syria, especially after a recent missile 
attack on Iranian bases in Damascus. 

Another factor in all this is the push for 
an agreement with Iran over its nuclear 
policy, being supported by the Biden 
administration in the USA.  This would 
remove sanctions on Iran and leave it 
free to continue and increase its malign 
activity in the Middle East.  If Iran is 
seen to be continuing its effort to build 
a nuclear bomb, this could trigger an 
attack by Israel to destroy Iran’s nuclear 
infrastructure.  This could then bring 
Russia into a war against Israel, with 
Iran and other allies, as prophesied in 
the book of Ezekiel.

There are rabbis in Israel who are 
now making the connection with the 
build-up of tension in Ukraine and in 
the Middle East with the war of Gog 
and Magog prophesied in the Bible, 
Ezekiel 38-39, in which Russia and Iran 
(Persia) are leading nations.   In this war 
a combined army under leadership 
of Gog of the land of Magog comes 
against Israel, from the direction of 
the north (Syria) and meets its doom 
on ‘the mountains of Israel’. So it is 
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possible that these ‘world order’ 
conflicts will reach their climax over 
Israel, as the Bible predicts. 

The War of Gog and Magog.    

Is Ezekiel 38 about modern day 
Russia coming against Israel?  Some 
interpreters say it is a symbolic picture 
of the conflict between good and evil, 
or even relates to wars in the ancient 
Persian empire. However the text does 
imply a literal war taking place in the 
region of Israel in the last days of this 
age, involving a power from the far 
north, which has names which line up 
with Russia today.

Now the word of the Lord came to 
me, saying, “Son of man, set your face 
against Gog, of the land of Magog, 
the prince of Rosh, Meshech, and 
Tubal, and prophesy against him, 
and say, ‘Thus says the Lord God: 
“Behold, I am against you, O Gog, the 
prince of Rosh, Meshech, and Tubal.  I 
will turn you around, put hooks into 
your jaws, and lead you out, with all 
your army, horses, and horsemen, all 
splendidly clothed, a great company 
with bucklers and shields, all of them 
handling swords.  Persia, Ethiopia, and 
Libya are with them, all of them with 
shield and helmet; Gomer and all its 
troops; the house of Togarmah from 
the far north and all its troops—many 
people are with you.

“Prepare yourself and be ready, you 
and all your companies that are 
gathered about you; and be a guard 
for them.  After many days you will 
be visited. In the latter years you will 

come into the land of those brought 
back from the sword and gathered 
from many people on the mountains 
of Israel, which had long been desolate; 
they were brought out of the nations, and 
now all of them dwell safely.  You will 
ascend, coming like a storm, covering the 
land like a cloud, you and all your troops 
and many peoples with you.”

‘Thus says the Lord God: “On that day 
it shall come to pass that thoughts will 
arise in your mind, and you will make 
an evil plan: You will say, ‘I will go up 
against a land of unwalled villages; 
I will go to a peaceful people, who 
dwell safely, all of them dwelling 
without walls, and having neither bars 
nor gates’— to take plunder and to 
take booty, to stretch out your hand 
against the waste places that are 
again inhabited, and against a people 
gathered from the nations, who have 
acquired livestock and goods, who 
dwell in the midst of the land. Sheba, 
Dedan, the merchants of Tarshish, and 
all their young lions will say to you, 
‘Have you come to take plunder? Have 
you gathered your army to take booty, 
to carry away silver and gold, to take 
away livestock and goods, to take 
great plunder?’ ” ’  Ezekiel 38.1-13.

The prophecy speaks about something 
that happens in the ‘latter days’ after the 
Jewish people have been brought back 
from dispersion to dwell in the land 
of Israel, including the ‘mountains of 
Israel.’  The mountainous part of Israel is 
the Golan Heights and the hill country 
of Judea and Samaria (the West Bank) 
centring on Jerusalem.  We have now 
seen the establishment of the State of 
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Israel in 1948.  In 1967 the Golan Heights 
and Jerusalem came under Israeli 
control as a result of the Six Day War.
At this time a hostile force will come 
from the north (the direction of Syria) 
and attack Israel.  The leader of this 
force is ‘Gog of the land of Magog’.  
The word Gog in Hebrew refers to 
an exalted leader with an implication 
that he will be lifted up against God.  
The Hebrew word ‘gag’ means roof or 
something high and lifted up.  In the 
context Gog is the ruler of a country 
called Magog and is against God and 
His people.

Magog was an area in biblical times 
which would have been known 
to Ezekiel.  Ancient tribal groups 
occupied the area that now comprises 
southern Russia and Central Asia 
including the area of some of the 
southern Islamic republics that were 
part of the USSR.  Magog was the 
second son of Japheth, the son of Noah 
(Genesis 10:2), and his descendants 
are often referred to by their Greek 
name, the Scythians. Jewish historian 
Flavius Josephus (Antiquities of the 
Jews) identified Magog with the area of 
what is today Russia: “Magog founded 
the Magogians, thus named after him, 
but who are called the Scythians by 

the Greeks.” (Josephus, Antiquities, 
1.123).  He went on to say these people 
lived in the northern regions above the 
Caucasus mountains, settling north of 
the Black Sea.

Gog is described as being ‘chief prince’ 
of Meshech, and Tubal, who comes 
from the uttermost north.  The Hebrew 
for ‘chief prince’ is ‘nissi rosh’ which 
can also be translated as ‘prince of 
Rosh’.  The place name Rosh (or its 
equivalent in the respective languages) 
is found at least twenty times in other 
ancient documents, referring to bands 
of the Rosh people who lived in an 
area to the north of the Black Sea.  It 
has a linguistic connection to the name 
‘Rossiya’ or Russia.

Meshech appears 10 times in the 
Hebrew Old Testament, including 
its first usage in the Table of Nations 
(Genesis 10:2). In Genesis 10, Meshech 
is listed as the 6th son of Japheth who 
settled in the north eastern portion 
of Asia Minor. His posterity extended 
from the shores of the Black Sea along 
to the south of the Caucasus. He was 
the father of the Rossi and Moschi, who 
dispersed their colonies over a vast 
portion of Russian territory. 

Wilhelm Gesenius, the world class 
Hebrew scholar, whose Hebrew 
Lexicon has never been surpassed, 
identified Meshech as Moscow, the 
capital of modern Russia.  He identified 
Tubal as Tobolsk, the earliest province 
in Asiatic Russia to be colonised, and 
also the name of the city in which Peter 
the Great built the old fortress after 
the pattern of the Kremlin in Moscow. 
Gesenius states that the Greek name 
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“Moschi”, derived from the Hebrew 
‘Meshech’, is the source of the name for 
the city of Moscow (Moskva in Russian). 
His conclusion was these people make 
up the modern Russian people.  If you 
go due north of Jerusalem you will 
come to Moscow.

In Ezekiel 38 ‘Gog of the land of Magog’ 
leads this army which is an alliance 
of nations including Persia (Iran) and 
Togarmah (Turkey).  These come 
against Israel from the north.  At the 
time it says Israel is dwelling safely.  
Some have said this cannot apply to 
Israel today, with the threats it faces 
from all sides, but the Hebrew phrase 
here is ‘la betach’ which has the idea 
of ‘with security.’  Israel has one of the 
strongest armies in the world with hi-
tech equipment and a missile defence 
system which is without parallel.  It is 
developing a new laser defence system 
which could destroy incoming missiles 
before they enter Israeli space.  

According to Ezekiel 38.12-13 this 
invading army comes down to take a 
spoil. ‘Sheba, Dedan, the merchants 
of Tarshish, and all their young lions 
will say to you, ‘Have you come to 
take plunder? Have you gathered your 
army to take booty, to carry away silver 
and gold, to take away livestock and 
goods, to take great plunder?’  Israel 
has discovered large amount of natural 
gas and oil off coast near Haifa in 
north, in the area settled by the tribe 
of Asher in Bible times.  In the Bible 
there is a promise that ‘Asher shall dip 
his foot in oil’.  Deuteronomy 33.24. 
The Hebrew word for oil used here is 
‘shemen’ which meant olive oil, but it is 
the modern Hebrew word for oil used 

for industry.  This could be of interest 
to Russia as it seeks to control the flow 
of oil and gas to the western world.  
There is a view that Russia’s strategy in 
Ukraine is to create a corridor of power 
going down from Russia, through 
Turkey to Syria and then on to Israel 
and Egypt, in order to be able to control 
the oil and gas exports from the Middle 
East and Caspian Sea area.

The invasion is opposed (verbally 
not militarily), by Sheba, Dedan and 
the merchants of Tarshish.  Sheba and 
Dedan in the Bible are in the Arabian 
peninsula, corresponding to the Gulf 
states which are now in alliance with 
Israel.  One reason for this alliance 
is that both are threatened by Iran.  
They are being helped by Israel with 
its missile defence system, which is 
also being offered to Saudi Arabia.  
Tarshish is an area to the far west of 
Israel.  Biblical Tarshish was most likely 
located in modern Spain, but it has 
been suggested that this reference 
could refer to the western alliance, 
including Britain and America (young 
lions relates to the symbol of the lion 
associated with Britain).

These powers protest at what Gog is 
doing but they do nothing.  They don’t 
need to because God acts, destroying 
the invading army.  

Ezekiel 38.18-23. And it will come 
to pass at the same time, when Gog 
comes against the land of Israel,” 
says the Lord God, “that My fury will 
show in My face. For in My jealousy 
and in the fire of My wrath I have 
spoken: ‘Surely in that day there shall 
be a great earthquake in the land of 
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Israel, so that the fish of the sea, the 
birds of the heavens, the beasts of the 
field, all creeping things that creep 
on the earth, and all men who are on 
the face of the earth shall shake at 
My presence. The mountains shall be 
thrown down, the steep places shall 
fall, and every wall shall fall to the 
ground.’  I will call for a sword against 
Gog throughout all My mountains,” 
says the Lord God. “Every man’s sword 
will be against his brother. And I will 
bring him to judgment with pestilence 
and bloodshed; I will rain down on him, 
on his troops, and on the many peoples 
who are with him, flooding rain, great 
hailstones, fire, and brimstone.   Thus 
I will magnify Myself and sanctify 
Myself, and I will be known in the eyes 
of many nations. Then they shall know 
that I am the Lord.” 

In the following chapter it describes 
walls falling down, a great earthquake 
in the land and rain, hail and judgement 
falling on the invading army.  Fire falls 
on Magog (Russia) and those who dwell 
securely in coastlands (USA?).  The 
Spirit is poured out on the people of 
Israel as the Lord saves His people.

Is the current crisis in Ukraine 
connected to this event?  If Russia 
prevails and gets its way in Ukraine, it 
could bring this war as its next move.  
If it does not it could make it further 
away as Russia is weakened by the 
disastrous effect its invasion of Ukraine 
has had, the poor performance of its 
army and the great worldwide hostility 
to Russia this has stirred up.  Only 
the Lord knows, but this prophecy 
has never yet been fulfilled and it 
is specifically stated that it will be 

fulfilled in the latter days.
Interestingly the book of Joel also 
speaks of an event located in the last 
days, when a northern army comes 
against Israel and is defeated:

“But I will remove far from you the 
northern army, and will drive him 
away into a barren and desolate land, 
with his face toward the eastern sea 
and his back toward the western sea; 
His stench will come up, and his foul 
odour will rise, because he has done 
monstrous things.” Joel 2.20.

Following this, the Spirit is poured out 
(Joel 2.28-32), then there is the final 
battle when the Lord comes in person 
to bring peace and deliverance to His 
people: Multitudes, multitudes in the 
valley of decision! For the day of the 
Lord is near in the valley of decision. 
The sun and moon will grow dark, and 
the stars will diminish their brightness. 
The Lord also will roar from Zion, and 
utter His voice from Jerusalem; The 
heavens and earth will shake; but the 
Lord will be a shelter for His people, 
and the strength of the children of 
Israel. “So you shall know that I am 
the Lord your God, dwelling in Zion My 
holy mountain.”  Joel 3.14-17.

More on Ezekiel 38 is to be found 
in an article ‘The Wrath of Gog’, 
by Rema Marketing https://www.
globalwatchdisclosures.com/
thewrathofgog.htm from which some 
of this information is taken.  
There is also a talk by Tony Pearce 
(27/02/22) on Ezekiel 38 at the Bridge 
website: https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=70ThD5UHAE0 This is also 
available as a CD.
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On February 23rd Boris Johnson threw 
off the shackles of Covid curbs in 
Britain, hailing the end of ‘the darkest, 
grimmest years of our peacetime 
history’.  On February 24th Russia 
invaded Ukraine setting off the biggest 
crisis in Europe since World War 2.  
For the next few weeks Covid which 
had dominated the news for the past 
two years went off the air altogether.  
So is it on the way out?  Are we really 
on the way to no more restrictions, 
lockdowns, masks, vaccine mandates, 
health passes, control system?  Or with 
they bring it all back as cases begin to 
rise again?

In previous editions of this magazine 
we have written about how powerful 
figures behind the scenes like the 
World Economic Forum (WEF) and 
the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation 
have called for the whole world to 
get vaccinated and registered on an IT 
system with health passports required 
for entry into society.  We warned that 
people like Klaus Schwab of the WEF 
have said they wanted to use this crisis 
as a stepping stone to creating a global 
system able to monitor the population, 
backed and supported by compliant 
politicians, the mainstream media and 
medics

Bill Gates, who wanted to vaccinate 
the whole world’s population before 
returning to normal, has written a book 
‘How To Prevent The Next Pandemic’.  

He wants a plan to eliminate pandemics 
as a threat to humanity.  He says he’s 
learnt a lot from this one and now 
looking at how to apply it to the next 
one. ‘The goal of no more pandemics 
ever is ambitious, but the progress 
we’ve made over the last two years, 
including the huge leaps forward we’ve 
made with vaccines, has already set us 
on a path to success. … No one needs to 
be convinced that an infectious disease 
could kill millions of people or shut 
down the global economy. If we make 
the right choices and investments, we 
can make COVID-19 the last pandemic.’ 

An organisation called Stand for 
Health Freedom has brought to light 
information about plans of the World 
Health Organization (WHO) to create 
an international Pandemic Treaty 
which could impose more restrictive 
and legally binding pandemic policies 
among its 194 member nations, 
essentially giving the WHO the power 
to pre-empt the national sovereignty 
of member States, and by implication, 
the civil liberties and health rights 
of the world’s citizens. This would 
add to the International Health 
Regulations, an existing international 
legal instrument drafted in 2005, which 
the WHO used in January 2020.  Then 
the WHO Director General declared 
that the COVID-19 was a “public health 
emergency of international concern”, 
setting off a worldwide tidal wave of 
highly restrictive government health 

Life after Covid?
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policies resulting in lockdowns, 
mandatory masking, social isolation, 
school and business closings, and 
eventually culminating in compulsory 
vaccination, contact tracing and 
testing, in some populations. 
While the public’s attention is now 
fixated on war, inflation, and other 
impending real or manufactured 
“catastrophes,” the WHO’s attempt 
to further consolidate and extend its 
power is going mainly under the radar.  
They want to bring in a “new global 
public health world order”, which 
would firm up the WHO’s power, 
despite major concerns that this would 
violate the national sovereignty of the 
world’s nations. 
What would this “new global public 
health world order” look like? While 
this has not yet been revealed there 
are fears that it could end up giving the 
WHO the sole right to both declare 
a global pandemic, and thereafter 
impose restrictions upon trade and 
travel between nations, including 
lockdowns, medical surveillance, 
testing and mandatory vaccinations, 
also the right to censor and cancel any 
opposing voices to this programme.  
Such a treaty would inject a new supra-
national global governance structure 
on the world in times of what we are 
being told is an inevitable, future 
pandemic or declared global health 
emergency.  This would render void 
the former sovereignty of nation states 
and their constituent laws and citizen’s 
protections, and in the case of the 
United States the US Constitution and 
Bill of Rights itself.  For more on this go 
to  https://www.greenmedinfo.com/
blog/who-moves-create-new-global-
public-health-world-order-post-
pandemic-power-grab5 

Many people today do not want to 
comply with this plan, with a growing 
resistance to the programme.  A mass of 
information has been going out about 
the dangers of the mRNA injection.  Here 
are just a few examples I have collected, 
much of it from official sources. 
 
•  The CDC Vaccine Adverse Event 
Reporting System (Vaers) reported 
40,666 mRNA vaccine reported and 
registered deaths in the EU, UK and US 
(combined) and 6.6 million reported 
“adverse events”.  Pfizer has been 
compelled to release documents 
showing serious adverse effects to its 
vaccine, including a number of deaths, 
and damage done to thousands of 
people who took the vaccine.  

•  More hospital nurses and doctors are 
blowing the whistle on the number of 
heart attacks, blood clots occurring in 
the fully vaccinated.  Young boys are 
particularly at risk.  There has been a 
worldwide surge of vaccinated sports 
people suffering sudden health issues 
and death.  

•  A study in the Lancet (Britain’s 
oldest medical journal) comparing 
vaccinated and unvaccinated people 
showed that protection against 
symptomatic COVID-19 declined with 
time, such that by six months, some 
of the more vulnerable vaccinated 
groups were at greater risk than their 
unvaccinated peers.  Doctors are calling 
this phenomenon in the repeatedly 
vaccinated “immune erosion” or 
“acquired immune deficiency”, 
accounting for greater incidence of 
myocarditis and other post-vaccine 
illnesses that either affect them more 
rapidly, resulting in death, or more 
slowly, resulting in chronic illness.  
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On February 5, 2022, leading attorney 
Reiner Fuellmich, opened what he 
has called grand jury proceedings in 
the court of public opinion’ against 
the ‘organisers of the COVID-19 man-
made pandemic.’   He accused them of 
maintaining ‘a concocted and carefully 
planned psychological operation bent 
on destroying free society and wresting 
control through the use of continual 
panic with emergency measures 
including lockdowns, social distancing, 
masking, mandatory experimental 
injections, and compulsory vaccine 
identification passports.’  He claimed 
that this aims at ‘population control, 
which in their view, requires both a 
massive reduction of the population 
and manipulating the DNA of the 
remaining population with the help...
of the mRNA experimental injections.  
Also, it requires...the deliberate 
destruction of democracy, of the rule 
of law, and our constitutions, so that 
ultimately, we will agree to losing our 
natural and cultural identities. Instead, 
we will agree to accept a One World 
Government under the UN and the 
World Economic Forum - a digital 
passport where each and every move 
is monitored and controlled - and one 
digital currency which we will only be 
able to receive from One World Bank - 
theirs.’
https://rumble.com/embed/
vrj9f6/?pub=4   

The first two years of the COVID-19 
pandemic have helped doubling of 
fortunes of the world’s ten richest 
people, who now are six times 
wealthier than the poorest 3.1 billion 
people, Oxfam reported in January.  
“The world’s ten richest men more 
than doubled their fortunes from 

$700 billion to $1.5 trillion —at a rate 
of $15,000 per second or $1.3 billion 
a day— during the first two years of a 
pandemic that has seen the incomes of 
99 percent of humanity fall and over 
160 million more people forced into 
poverty,” the Oxfam statement said.  
The world’s richest 1% own 82% of the 
world’s wealth.  They have profited 
from and used the Covid crisis to 
advance their agenda.  

This passage in James 5 indicates 
that this is another sign of the Lord’s 
return:  ‘Come now you rich, weep 
and howl for your miseries that are 
coming upon you!  … Your gold and 
silver are corroded and their corrosion 
will be a witness against you and 
will eat your flesh like fire.  You have 
heaped up treasure for the last days.  
Indeed the wages of the laborers who 
mowed your fields which you kept 
back by fraud cry out and the cries of 
the reapers have reached the ears of 
the Lord of Sabaoth.  … Therefore be 
patient brethren until the coming of 
the Lord … Establish your hearts for the 
coming of the Lord is at hand.’  James 
5.11-8.

A film called Monopoly, presented by 
Tim Gielen, shows how this has been 
done. Here are some of his conclusions.  
Vast sums of money have been 
accumulated by a handful of people 
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who have a controlling influence over 
global politics, industry and information.  
The present economic system is 
dominated by less than a handful of 
mega corporations which control 
almost every aspect of our lives.  He lists 
companies in every area of activity; major 
food and drink outlets, the technology 
industry, agricultural companies, textile 
companies, the pharmaceutical industry, 
travel and holiday industry, restaurant 
chains, financial organisations, etc.  
These corporations are dependent on 
investment companies which own up to 
80% of their shares and are able to call 
the shots.  

The biggest names are Vanguard, 
Blackrock, State Street, Fidelity, Berkshire 
Hathaway.  All these own each other’s 
shares with small investors owned by 
larger ones.  The two companies that own 
the most are Vanguard and Blackrock.  
Blackrock has been described as the 4th 
arm of government with its CEO, Larry 
Fink, a welcome guest of world leaders 
around the world.  

The biggest profiteer of the current crisis 
is the digital financial complex at the top 
of which are the biggest IT companies 
and the largest asset managers of our 
time. The market capitalisation of these 
5 companies, Apple, Google parent 
company Alphabet, Amazon, Microsoft 
and Facebook, amounts to an incredible 
$9.1 trillion.  The GDP of Germany, France 
and Italy is $8.6 trillion.  Along with these 
digital companies we also have the large 
asset managers, BlackRock, Vanguard, 
State Street and Fidelity.  These four 
companies alone currently manage a 
total of $220.6 trillion. The GDP of all 28 

nations of the EU last year amounted to 
$15.7 trillion.  

These huge organisations use non profit 
organisations to move hundreds of 
billions of dollars around the world.  The 
three most important foundations are 
the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation, 
the Open Society of George Soros and 
the Clinton Foundation.  These fund the 
World Health Organisation and have 
links to the biggest pharmaceutical 
foundations, Pfizer, Astra Zeneca, 
Johnson and Johnson, Bayer and Biotech.  
Vanguard and Blackrock own most of the 
shares in these organisations.  They have 
profited hugely from the Coronavirus 
pandemic and the production and 
distribution of vaccines. 

The film then asks, ‘Why do we not hear 
about this in the media?’  Tim Gielen then 
shows how 90% of international media 
is owned by 9 media conglomerates, all 
of whom have links to the elite who own 
everything else.  These include English 
speaking media moguls like CNN, Sky 
News, ABC, the Murdoch group, Comcast 
and NBC.  In Europe much of the media is 
controlled by the German Bertlesmann 
group.  This has an influence over French, 
Italian and Spanish outlets.  News media 
use images from Reuters, AFP and 
ANP and are affiliated to the European 
Journalism Centre, which also trains 
journalists to work with Google and 
Facebook.  They use Project Syndicate 
which has a connecting link with all news 
media around the world.  All of these are 
interlinked, going back to investment 
companies already mentioned.  In this 
way a handful of organisations are able 
to have a controlling influence on the 
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information going out.  Three major 
ones are the European Journalism 
Centre, the Open Society Foundation, 
the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation.  

They use their resources to ‘fact check’ 
and dismiss any contrary narrative to 
the mainstream one on virus control 
and vaccines, labelling these as 
‘conspiracy theories’, harmful to our 
society.  While the government and 
the media said they were following the 
science on the issue of Covid, they have 
consistently blocked and censored the 
many doctors and scientists who took 
a critical view on mass vaccination with 
the experimental Covid 19 vaccines.  
The BBC has a policy of excluding all 
vaccine criticism from its programmes.  
There has been an attempt to remove 
critics of mass vaccination and health 
passes from social media.  

In this way the hidden elite seek 
to control the information that we 
receive.  Their goal in the Covid crisis 
was to get everybody vaccinated and 
put onto a database with information 
about their health status and a vaccine 
pass to be used to keep track on 
whether we have been vaccinated and 
where we go and how we spend our 
money.   This has not quite worked as 
they hoped, but don’t imagine they are 
going to give up on the programme.

A key organisation linking all this 
is the World Economic Forum.  At 
its meetings senior CEOs of largest 
corporations gather with heads of 
state, politicians and other influential 
individuals and organisations linked 
to the UN.  Behind this is a belief of the 

elite that modern consumer society 
can’t keep going as it is and that we 
need to transform society into a 
sustainable agenda as put forward by 
the UN’s Agenda 30.  

Globally a completely new 
infrastructure will be needed because 
fossil fuels must be phased out as the 
world moves towards zero carbon.  
This will involve greatly impoverishing 
the nations and forcing them into 
some kind of global government for 
survival.  The pandemic, together with 
the lockdowns, the vaccines and the 
attempt to bring in health passes and 
a global ID system was the first step 
in this transformation of the world 
society.  The crisis caused by global 
shortages of fuel and food as a result 
of the war in Ukraine and sanctions on 
Russia will likely bring about the next 
phase.  

In an article called ‘Reshaping the 
Future’ in February 2022 edition of 
Heart magazine, Graham Bridger wrote 
about where all this is going: 

‘The 2008 global debt crisis was the 
first major sign that our debt based 
system, sustained by massive amounts 
of money printing over many years, 
had suffered the equivalent of a near 
fatal heart attack.  … We are now 
in the process of this debt based 
money system being replaced by a 
new system.  Coming into view is the 
introduction of what central bankers 
are calling CBDC (Central Bank Digital 
Currency).  The current world money 
system that requires ever increasing 
amounts of unpayable debt, now in 
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the multi trillions is ending. …  More 
and more people are beginning to 
see a pathway emerging.  It is drawing 
the world closer towards outcomes 
that will eventually prevent people 
being able to buy and sell, without 
authorisation from the central 
authority.  There will be no freedom 
without accepting the digitalised 
systems that will be able to identify 
anyone on earth as outlined in the 
book of Revelation in the Bible.

In an Executive Order issued on March 
9, 2022, President Biden called for 
the federal government to consider 
establishing a “U.S. Central Bank Digital 
Currency (CBDC).”  Would this be a 
good move?  In Issue 15 of The Light 
paper, Edward Snowden writes on ‘the 
future of money’:  ‘Advocates of Central 
Bank Digital Currencies (CBDCs) 
contend that these strictly centralised 
currencies are the realisation of a bold 
new standard, where every central 
bank issued dollar (or pound or euro) 
is held by a central bank managed 
account, recorded on a vast ‘ledger 
of state’ that can be continuously 
scrutinised and eternally revised.  
CBDC proponents claim this will make 
everyday transactions both safer (by 
removing counterparty risk) and easier 
to tax (by making it impossible to hide 
money from the government).  CBDC 
opponents argue that an ‘e-dollar / 
pound / euro’ is merely an extension to 
the ever-encroaching surveillance of 
the state.  The method by which this 
proposal eradicates bankruptcy fall 
out and tax dodgers draws a line under 
its deadly flaws; these only come at 
the cost of placing the state, now privy 
to the use and custodianship of every 

dollar / pound / euro at the centre of 
every monetary interaction.’

In the worst case scenario this gives the 
state the ability to turn on and off your 
ability to spend your money, which it 
may do if it doesn’t like the way you 
live, or the opinions you hold.  This 
is already happening under China’s 
Credit Control system.  It doesn’t take 
too much imagination to see how this 
could lead to the situation prophesied 
in the Book of Revelation where the 
mark of the beast system comes in and 
those who don’t conform can’t buy 
or sell.  ‘And no one may buy or sell 
except one who has the mark or the 
name of the beast or the number of his 
name.’  Revelation 13.16-18.

It remains to be seen how far they will 
get with this and whether the present 
world crisis will lead to chaos or 
increased totalitarian control.  Either 
way it has to be another sign of the last 
days’ crisis coming on the world out 
of which the Antichrist will emerge, 
as we wrote about in our January 2022 
magazine.
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Many people today wonder what 
is the future of our planet.  There is 
widespread anxiety about the financial 
situation, the spread of weapons 
of mass destruction, terrorism, the 
environment, social disorder and 
violence. Any number of world 
situations could suddenly tip us over 
into a frightening new crisis which 
either creates chaos and anarchy or 
a dictatorial government with huge 
technical resources at its disposal to 
control the population. 

Today we see events shaping up for the 
time of great trouble prophesied by the 
Lord for the last days of this age:  ‘For 
then there will be great tribulation, 
such as has not been since the 
beginning of the world until this time, 
no, nor ever shall be.  And unless those 
days were shortened, no flesh would 
be saved; but for the elect’s sake those 
days will be shortened.’  Mt 24.21-22.  

This crisis will come to an end with 
the return of Jesus the Messiah.  This 
event will not be the end of the 
world, but the end of this age and the 
beginning of God’s new age.  Note that 
the Authorised Version of the Bible 
translates the question the disciples 
ask about Jesus’ second coming as 
“What shall be the sign of thy coming, 
and of the end of the world?”  Matthew 
24.3.  However the word translated 
‘world’ here is aeon which can also 
be translated ‘age’ as it is generally in 
modern versions.  I believe the words 

that follow are Jesus’ description of 
what will happen at the end of this age, 
not the end of the world.

When Jesus returns He will take control 
of the world and rule it directly from 
the restored temple in Jerusalem 
(Revelation 20, Isaiah 2.1-4, Ezekiel 40-
48).  The devil who is responsible for 
all the sin and misery of this age will be 
cast into the abyss from where he will 
be unable to continue to deceive the 
nations.  (Revelation 20.1-3).  According 
to Revelation this rule of the Messiah 
on earth will last 1000 years (note 
‘Millennium’ means 1000 years:  ‘They 
lived and reigned with Christ / Messiah 
for a thousand years … they shall be 
priests of God and of Christ and shall 
reign with Him a thousand years.’  
Revelation 20.4-6.

This corresponds to the words in the 
Hebrew Prophets concerning the 
Messianic kingdom age.  One of the 
best known passages on this subject is 
Isaiah 2.1-4, one of many passages in the 
Hebrew prophets which speak of a time 
of peace and justice on earth, when the 
Messiah takes control: 
‘Now it shall come to pass in the latter 
days that the mountain of the Lord’s 
house shall be established on the top 
of the mountains and shall be exalted 
above the hills and all nations shall 
flow to it.  Many people shall come 
and say, Come and let us go up to the 
mountain of the Lord, to the house 
of the God of Jacob; He will teach us 

Messiah, Israel and the
Coming Millennium
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His ways and we shall walk in His 
paths.’  For out of Zion shall go forth 
the Law and the word of the Lord from 
Jerusalem.  He shall judge between 
the nations and rebuke many people; 
they shall beat their swords into 
ploughshares and their spears into 
pruning hooks.  Nation shall not lift 
up sword against nation, neither shall 
they learn war any more.’   

According to the book of Revelation 
and the Hebrew prophets, this present 
age will end with a time of great 
trouble on the earth and the final war 
in Israel (Armageddon).  Then Jesus will 
return as KING OF KINGS AND LORD 
OF LORDS, with all the power of God 
at His disposal.  He will save Israel and 
the world from destruction and set up 
His Messianic kingdom on earth.  

The second coming will be entirely 
different from His first coming when 
He came to fulfil the prophecies of the 
suffering servant Messiah by laying 
down his life as a sacrifice for the 
sins of the world.  The best known 
passage on this subject is Isaiah 53 
which prophesies the sufferings of the 
Messiah:

He is despised and rejected by men, a 
Man of sorrows and acquainted with 
grief.And we hid, as it were, our faces 
from Him; He was despised, and we did 
not esteem Him. Surely He has borne 
our griefs and carried our sorrows; Yet 
we esteemed Him stricken, smitten 
by God, and afflicted. But He was 
wounded for our transgressions, He 
was bruised for our iniquities; the 
chastisement for our peace was upon 
Him, and by His stripe we are healed. 

All we like sheep have gone astray; 
we have turned, every one, to his own 
way; and the Lord has laid on Him the 
iniquity of us all.’ Isaiah 53.4-6.

Jesus fulfilled this prophecy and 
many others at His first coming.  
For details on this go to our article 
https://messiahfactor.com/messianic-
prophecies/ or send for the article 
in print form.  He came to be born 
as child, a Son descended from King 
David, to live a perfect life without sin, 
and to demonstrate His divine power 
through His miracles.  He was rejected 
and put to death on the cross where he 
took the sins of the world upon himself.  
He rose again from the dead and sent 
out his disciples to preach the message 
of the Gospel, that sins are forgiven 
through repentance and faith in his 
death on the cross and resurrection.  
Those who accept this salvation are 
born again and will be resurrected to 
eternal life and saved from hell. 
 
He promised that He would come a 
second time in an event which will 
demonstrate the supernatural power 
of God and bring a total change to the 
earth.  In Acts 1.11 the angel told the 
disciples: ‘This same Jesus who was 
taken up from you into heaven will 
so come in like manner as you saw 
Him go into heaven.’   Jesus ascended 
in the ‘clouds of heaven’ (the glory of 
God) so He will return in the clouds of 
heaven (Daniel 7.13).  He ascended from 
the Mount of Olives on the east side 
of Jerusalem, so He will return to the 
Mount of Olives (Zechariah 14.3-4).  He 
will come as the Reigning King Messiah 
of Hebrew prophecy. ‘The government 
will be upon His shoulder’ and He will 
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reign as ‘the mighty God’ upon the 
throne of David (Isaiah 9.6-7).

At his first coming He submitted to 
the unjust rule of wicked men who put 
Him to death by crucifixion, in order 
that He might take upon Himself the 
sin of the world.  Through His death 
and resurrection He made it possible 
for sinners to be saved and redeemed 
to God.   At His second coming the 
wicked will submit to His judgement 
(Revelation 6.15-16).  ‘And the kings 
of the earth, the great men, the rich 
men, the commanders, the mighty 
men, every slave and every free man, 
hid themselves in the caves and in the 
rocks of the mountains, and said to the 
mountains and rocks, “Fall on us and 
hide us from the face of Him who sits 
on the throne and from the wrath of the 
Lamb! For the great day of His wrath 
has come, and who is able to stand?”

He will make war with the armies 
gathered by the beast (antichrist)and 
false prophet in the final battle and 
defeat them, throwing the beast and 
the false prophet straight into hell 
(Revelation 19.19-21).  The survivors of 
the tribulation period will be gathered 
before Him for judgement.  The wicked 
will be cast off the earth into the place 
of punishment and the righteous will 
enter into the kingdom (Matthew 
25.31-46).  The devil will be bound ‘ for 
a thousand years, and he will cast him 
into the bottomless pit and shut him 
up and set a seal on him so that he 
should deceive the nations no more 
until the thousand years were finished.’  
(Revelation20.3-4).

When Jesus returns the saints will be 

with Him (in New Testament terms 
‘saints’ simply means those who are 
redeemed).  In Zechariah 14.5 we read, 
‘Thus the Lord my God will come 
and all the saints with you.’  Jude 14 
says, ‘Behold the Lord comes with ten 
thousands of his saints to execute 
judgement on all.’  In Revelation 19 
John sees Jesus coming as ‘KING OF 
KINGS AND LORD OF LORDS’.  ‘And 
the armies in heaven clothed in fine 
linen white and clean followed him.’ 
Revelation19.14.  Those clothed in fine 
linen white and clean have already 
been identified in the chapter as ‘saints’ 
(Revelation 19.8).  

So those who have been redeemed 
through the blood of Jesus in the 
present age will come back with the 
Lord in glorified bodies and reign 
with Him in the renewed earth of the 
Millennial period.  The people who 
will take part in this glorious event are 
those who have been previously taken 
to be with the Lord at the Rapture of 
the Church: 
‘For the Lord Himself will descend 
from heaven with a shout, with the 
voice of the archangel, and with 
the trumpet of God.  And the dead 
in Christ will rise first. Then we who 
are alive and remain will be caught 
up together with them in the clouds 
to meet the Lord in the air.  And thus 
we shall always be with the Lord.’  1 
Thessalonians 4.16-17.   They will have 
new eternal bodies (1 Corinthians 15.53-
54) not subject to death or decay. 

He will also resurrect those who were 
martyred for their faith during the 
tribulation period.  ‘Then I saw the 
souls of those who had been beheaded 
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for their witness to Jesus and for the 
word of God, who had not worshipped 
the beast or his image and had not 
received his mark on their foreheads 
or on their hands.  And they lived and 
reigned with Christ for a thousand 
years.   … They shall be priests of God 
and of Christ and shall reign with him 
a thousand years.’  Revelation 20.4-6.  
This means that those who came to 
believe in Jesus during the tribulation 
after the rapture of the church will also 
be resurrected, and reign with Jesus in 
the Messianic kingdom.  

The redeemed of Israel / the Old 
Testament period will also be 
resurrected:  ‘At that time Michael shall 
stand up, the great prince who stands 
watch over the sons of your people; 
and there shall be a time of trouble 
such as never was since there was a 
nation even to that time.  And at that 
time your people shall be delivered, 
everyone who is found written in the 
book.  And many of those who sleep in 
the dust of the earth shall awake, some 
to everlasting life, some to shame and 
everlasting contempt.’  Daniel 12.1-2.  
“But you, go your way till the end; for 
you shall rest, and will arise to your 
inheritance at the end of the days.”  
Daniel 12.13

Following the return of the Messiah 
and the judgement of the wicked, the 
Lord will reign over the earth bringing 
a period of universal peace and 
prosperity. In the passage from Isaiah 2, 
already quoted in this article, the Bible 
says that the nations will go up to hear 
the word of the Lord in Zion, streaming 
to the Lord’s temple rebuilt on Mount 
Zion which will be lifted up above 

the other hills around Jerusalem.  This 
will be the place the Messiah rules the 
world from.  

Israel and the nations will seek the Lord 
and walk in His ways.  This implies a 
total change from the present world 
situation in which the overwhelming 
majority scoff and reject God’s 
word and walk in their own ways 
to destruction.  There will also be a 
total change in how they relate to one 
another.  Instead of war and hostility 
there will a peace settlement between 
all nations – including the currently 
intractable Middle East situation.  ‘In 
that day there will be a highway from 
Egypt to Assyria … In that day Israel 
will be one of three with Egypt and 
Assyria – a blessing in the midst of the 
land.’  Isaiah 19.23-24.  Isaiah 2.4 tells 
us there will be an end to all weapons 
production and military training.  All 
this will happen because the word of 
the Lord will go out from Zion.  

The Lord Himself will be there to 
judge between the nations and settle 
their disputes.  Psalm 2.9, Isaiah 11.4 and 
Revelation 19.15 say that He will rule 
the nations with a ‘rod of iron’ – in other 
words they won’t be able to vote him 
out of power, or start making weapons 
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of war or doing drugs or pornography 
or anything else that is evil in the eyes 
of the Lord.  This will be a benevolent 
rule which will be for the welfare and 
provision of all the peoples on the earth.   

The redeemed of Israel will be 
gathered to the land of Israel and dwell 
there in safety.  ‘He will assemble the 
outcasts of Israel, and gather together 
the dispersed of Judah from the four 
corners of the earth.’  Isaiah 11.11.  The 
Lord will bring about change in the 
natural world as the desert blossoms 
(Isaiah 35) and the waters of the Dead 
Sea are healed and become fresh, 
teaming with fish (Ezekiel 47).  Even the 
animal kingdom will change as ‘The 
wolf also shall dwell with the lamb, 
the leopard shall lie down with the 
young goat, the calf and the young 
lion and the fatling together and a 
little child shall lead them.’  (Isaiah 
11.6).  There will be abundant provision 
for all:  ‘But everyone shall sit under 
his fig tree and none shall make them 
afraid.’  Micah 4.4.  He will clean up the 
mess humans have made of the planet 
and make it abundantly fertile.  He will 
bring justice to the poor of the people; 
He will save the children of the needy, 
and will break in pieces the oppressor.  
…. He shall come down like rain upon 
the grass before mowing, like showers 
that water the earth. … There will be an 
abundance of grain in the earth, on the 
top of the mountains; its fruit shall wave 
like Lebanon; and those of the city shall 
flourish like grass of the earth. (Psalm 72)

Such miraculous changes can only 
come about through the power of God.  
No great man can accomplish these 
things, so the Messiah who will do 

them must be more than a great man.   
He must be Immanuel / God with us.  
This conflicts with rabbinic teaching 
on the Messiah which says that he is a 
great man who brings Israel to keep the 
Torah and walk in the ways of God and 
brings peace to the nations. For the kind 
of changes the Prophets describe taking 
place in the Messianic Age, the Messiah 
must be more than a great man, He 
must be a divine person.  A number of 
prophecies in the Hebrew Bible equate 
the reigning King Messiah with God. 

The prophecy of Zechariah 14 speaks 
of the time of the Messianic kingdom 
/ Millennium and shows that the One 
who will reign is the LORD (Adonai 
/ Yahweh).  It says ‘The LORD will go 
forth and fight against those nations 
as He fights in the day of battle.  And 
in that day His feet will stand on the 
Mount of Olives which faces Jerusalem 
on the east. … And the LORD shall be 
King over all the earth.  In that day it 
shall be – ‘The LORD is one and His 
name one.’ Zechariah 14.3-9.  

The word used for LORD here is the 
Hebrew term Yahweh which is only 
used of God.  So the LORD will stand 
with feet on the Mount of Olives (and 
the rest of a body!) and be king over all 
the earth.  A number of other prophets 
speak of the Lord being present in 
the midst of His people.  ‘In that day 
it shall be said to Jerusalem: ‘Do not 
fear Zion, let not your hands be weak, 
The LORD your God in your midst, the 
Mighty One will save, He will rejoice 
over you with gladness.’  Zephaniah 
3.16-17.  ‘Cry out and shout O inhabitant 
of Zion, for great is the Holy One of 
Israel in your midst.’ Isaiah 12.6.
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During this time all idols and false 
religions will be abolished (Isaiah 
2.17) and there will only be one LORD 
and one way to worship Him (and one 
universal language - Hebrew). ‘For then 
I will restore to the peoples a pure 
language that they all may call on the 
name of the LORD to serve Him with 
one accord.’  Zephaniah 3.9.   As people 
praise and walk in the ways of the God 
who made them they will know peace 
and harmony and the ‘earth will be filled 
with the knowledge of the Lord as the 
waters cover the sea.’ Isaiah 11.9. There 
will be a good one world government 
and one world faith in one God.

Children will be born in the normal 
way to the survivors of the tribulation 
who go into the Millennium (Isaiah 11.6, 
Zechariah 8.4-5).  Long life will be the 
norm but sin and death will still be a 
possibility (though not for those who 
have previously been resurrected and 
come back with the Lord in glorified 
bodies):  ‘No more shall an infant from 
there live but a few days, nor an old man 
who has not fulfilled his days, for the 
child shall die one hundred years old but 
the sinner being one hundred years old 
shall be accursed.’  Isaiah 65.20. 
 
Because Satan is bound and unable to 
deceive the nations during the 1000 
years and the Lord Jesus is ruling the 
nations, the ability to sin will be very 
limited.  But at the end of the 1000 
year period Satan will be released and 
make his last doomed attempt to fight 
against God: 

‘Satan will be released from his prison 
and will go out to deceive the nations 
which are in the four corners of the 

earth, Gog and Magog, to gather them 
together to battle, whose number 
is as the sand of the sea.  They went 
up on the breadth of the earth and 
surrounded the camp of the saints and 
the beloved city.  And fire came down 
from God out of heaven and devoured 
them.  The devil who deceived them 
was cast into the lake of fire and 
brimstone where the beast and the 
false prophet are.  And they will be 
tormented day and night for ever and 
ever.’  Revelation 20.7-10. 
 
Those who have been born in the 
normal way during the Millennium and 
in their hearts are rebelling against the 
reign of the Messiah will join Satan in 
his final rebellion against the LORD 
at the end of this period.  This futile 
rebellion will end in complete defeat 
for Satan and all who join with him.  

This will be the end of the world as 
this earth is burned up and God creates 
a new heaven and new earth in which 
there will be righteousness and to which 
Satan and sinners will have no access 
(2 Peter 3).  All saved believers in the 
Lord will be taken to this new Jerusalem 
(Revelation 21-22).  All unsaved will be 
thrown into the lake of fire at the Great 
White Throne judgement of Revelation 
20.11-15.  This will lead to the eternal 
state for believers and unbelievers alike 
– with only two possible destinies – 
heaven and hell.  

Now is the day of salvation.  Yeshua / 
Jesus the Messiah is coming back soon.  
We need to accept Him as Saviour now 
so that we will have a part to play in His 
glorious coming Kingdom.
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World Watch List of Countries where 
Christians are Persecuted.

Every year Open Doors organisation, 
which ministers to persecuted 
Christians around the world publishes 
its World Watch List of “The top 50 
countries where it’s most difficult to 
follow Jesus.” Open Doors CEO, David 
Curry’s presentation of this list this 
year included exceptionally worrisome 
information about new dangers 
globally, and deadly shifts in the free 
world’s responses.  

David Curry explained, “For twenty 
years North Korea has been at the 
top of the World Watch List because 
there you have a communist system 
led by a dictator. They control all the 
means that make life possible -- your 
economy, your food, the borders, the 
police, neighbourhood watches. It’s an 
old school Soviet communist system, 
but enforced with all the modern tools 
available. But now, all of a sudden -- 
and for the first time -- we have a new 
player on the scene at the top of our 
list: Afghanistan.”

Afghanistan is now officially the 
world’s #1 worst persecutor of 
Christians. It remained in second 
place for many years, although many 
Christians were unaware of its offenses 
due to the largely silent and invisible 
Christians there, comprised of converts 
from Islam.  

Curry explained, “Some Christians have 
fled. We all know that story and are 
thankful for those who have helped 
make that happen. But some Christians 
choose to remain, bravely staying to 
bring salt and light to their community. 
They’re being tracked. And we believe 
that every Christian who’s still in 
Afghanistan -- and there are thousands 
of them -- are either in hiding or on the 
run. That’s what has raised Afghanistan 
to #1 on the World Watch List.”

“This is what happens when the free 
world allows countries like Afghanistan 
to fall into chaos. If you look at the 
top of the World Watch list, you’ll see 
Yemen, Somalia, Afghanistan, Eritrea. 
These are all largely failed states, 
which are totally in chaos, and they 
are the launching grounds of terrorism 
around the world. Our Open Doors 
study focuses on religious freedom, 
particularly for Christians, but that 
issue has implications for everybody 
else as well.” 

The report also focussed on the 
escalation of violence against 
Christians in another distressed 
location - Nigeria and in the adjoining 
Sahel region of West Africa. David 
Curry provided his perspective.  
“There’s a clash of civilisations going 
on there, and its epicentre is in the 
north of Nigeria, where there are 13 
Sharia law states. This is looking very 
familiar to us -- like ISIS when they 
took over Iraq and Syria. You have Boko 

Signs of the Times
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Haram, which is ISIS related. You have 
Fulani extremists. They’re targeting 
Christians in villages and towns; they’re 
burning these down, they’re kidnaping 
women and children. In fact, a thousand 
Christian children in Nigeria were 
kidnapped last year by Boko Haram or 
the Fulani.”  Nigeria’s unconstrained 
violence has the potential to spill over 
well beyond Nigeria. And since Nigeria 
is the most populous country in Africa 
what effect could this eventually have 
on the African continent?

David Curry also spoke about China: 
“China is number 17 on our list of 
persecutors of Christians. They have 
the world’s most sophisticated system 
of persecution. I describe it as a high-
tech noose. And it has been slowly 
choking people of faith since President 
Xi consolidated his power.  They shrink 
the churches. They force them to break 
up into small groups, then they force 
them to go online, then they monitor 
them online. Then they shut down their 
online experiences. Xi uses hi-tech 
surveillance. Every year they continue 
to add new layers to it, and it’s just 
choking and choking and choking.”

Last year, 5,898 Christians were known 
to have been killed for their faith. 5,110 
churches and other Christian buildings 
were attacked. 3,829 Christians 
were abducted. 6,175 believers were 
detained without trial, arrested, 
sentenced or imprisoned. The full 
number of all these statistics is likely 
to be much higher.  Over 360 million 
Christians lived in places where they 
experienced high levels of persecution 
and discrimination.

Church of England leaders endorse Gay 
History Month.

At the beginning of February 
Archbishops Justin Welby and Stephen 
Cottrell released this statement to 
celebrate LGBT+ History Month:

‘Across the Church of England this 
February, many people will be marking 
LGBT+ History Month. As we work 
together to discover what it means to 
be a diverse church receiving the gift of 
everyone, our prayer is that this would 
be a time of truly valuing each other as 
God’s precious and beloved children. 
Let us pray that the Spirit of God would 
stir in us a deeper sense of belonging 
to each other as the Body of Christ.  
We also take this opportunity to 
lament and reject all prejudice, hatred, 
oppression, and violence against LGBT+ 
people. We pray that LGBT+ people 
around the world would be able to live 
lives free from fear and find joy in the 
love of God. Let us commit to building 
communities in which everyone 
experiences the unconditional love of 
God in Christ Jesus.’

This statement reveals the confusion 
now functioning at the head of the 
Church of England, replicated in many 
denominations of the church.  The 
archbishops talk of a ‘diverse church 
receiving the gift of everyone’ and 
valuing each other as ‘God’s precious 
and beloved children.’  It is clear from 
what they go on to say about LGBT+ 
people that diverse and inclusive 
Christian communities must include 
not only all races (which they should) 
but all life styles and sexual practices, 
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in which everyone experiences the 
unconditional love of God in Christ 
Jesus.  

However God’s love is not 
unconditional.  In John 1 we read ‘He 
came to His own, and His own did not 
receive Him. But as many as received 
Him, to them He gave the right to 
become children of God, to those who 
believe in His name: who were born, not 
of blood, nor of the will of the flesh, nor 
of the will of man, but of God.’  

This means that receiving God’s love is 
conditional on us receiving salvation 
as we repent of our sins and believe 
the Gospel.  The Bible teaches that any 
sexual relationship outside of marriage 
is sinful.  Whatever the world may 
say today, in God’s eyes marriage can 
only be the relationship between a 
man and a woman.  This means that all 
homosexual acts are sinful in the sight 
of God, as well as all heterosexual acts 
outside of marriage.  Because of His 
love and Jesus Christ’s sacrifice for our 
sins at the cross, God is able to forgive 
the sins of all who repent, but if we 
reject this and continue in our sins, we 
cannot receive God’s love.

However the purpose of the LGBT+ 
agenda is to say that homosexual 
practice and transsexuality must be 
treated as normal and acceptable and 
that the Christian Church should go 
along with this.  Therefore there is 
nothing wrong in homosexual practice 
that needs to be repented of.  By 
implication this means that we must 
teach that God accepts people who 
practice homosexuality as they are (as 

well as fornicators and adulterers) and 
that those who engage in such things 
can enter into the kingdom of God 
without changing their ways.

In 1 Corinthians 6.9-11 we read, ‘Do you 
not know that the unrighteous will 
not inherit the kingdom of God? Do 
not be deceived. Neither fornicators, 
nor idolaters, nor adulterers, nor 
homosexuals, nor sodomites, nor 
thieves, nor covetous, nor drunkards, nor 
revilers, nor extortioners will inherit the 
kingdom of God. And such were some of 
you. But you were washed, but you were 
sanctified, but you were justified in the 
name of the Lord Jesus and by the Spirit 
of our God.’

It is significant that Paul writes here 
‘such were some of you.’  We may come 
from all manner of backgrounds (and 
sins) to Christ.  When we repent and 
believe we are accepted in Him and our 
sins are washed away.  We are not to 
be prejudiced against people because 
of where they have come from or what 
they have done in the past, but to 
accept all who repent and believe into 
the Christian community.  However 
Paul did not write ‘and such are some 
of you.’  The problem of much of the 
church today is that it is teaching that 
you can continue in practices God says 
are sinful and be accepted by Him.   

We are to treat all people with love and 
compassion, including homosexuals, 
as we love our neighbour as ourself.  
However this does not mean that we 
have to endorse and approve what 
they do.  The Gospel message is a call 
to repent, to change our ways and 
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to accept salvation through faith in 
Jesus Christ.  Until we do this none of 
us can receive the love of God, which 
is conditional on us accepting the 
salvation He offers us in Jesus.

The first words of Jesus recorded in 
Mark’s Gospel are, ‘The time is fulfilled, 
and the kingdom of God is at hand. 
Repent, and believe in the gospel.’  Mark 
1.15.  Paul writes in Romans: ‘For there 
is no difference; for all have sinned and 
fall short of the glory of God, being 
justified freely by His grace through 
the redemption that is in Christ Jesus.’  
Romans 3.23.  For the wages of sin is 
death, but the gift of God is eternal life 
in Christ Jesus our Lord. Romans 6.23.   

Worldwide hunger crisis threatens.

According to the UN, worldwide 
food prices in February 2022 were 
20.7 percent higher than they were in 
February 2021, fertiliser prices have 
gone sky high, crop production is down 
all over the planet due to crazy weather 
patterns, and supply chain problems 
caused by the pandemic continue 
to create ongoing headaches.  Now 

that Russia has invaded Ukraine, that 
is going to push this rapidly growing 
global food crisis to a level that none of 
us have ever seen before.

Under normal conditions, Ukraine 
exports tremendous amounts of food 
and is considered to be one of the most 
important breadbaskets on the entire 
planet.  Ukraine and Russia account 
for a high percentage of grain, oats, 
corn and other food exports to Europe 
as well as Africa. The war has already 
caused global wheat prices to surge by 
more than 55 percent.  Moreover, they 
also account for a very sizeable portion 
of fertilizer — all of which are now 
in far shorter supply.  About 5 billion 
people depend on fossil fuel created 
fertiliser for their primary source of 
food.  

The Russian invasion has left hundreds 
of ships and thousands of sailors 
stranded in Ukraine. Not only is this 
predicament endangering their lives, 
it is also threatening global trade.  The 
ships that were meant to pick up goods 
from the Black Sea region will not be 
able to make their deliveries anytime 
soon. This is a cause of concern for 
countries that rely on exports coming 
from the area, such as grain. Egypt, for 
example, imports 85 percent of its 
wheat from Ukraine and Russia and is 
now scrambling to find other sources 
of wheat before it faces a catastrophic 
food shortage.  Other countries bracing 
for shortages and spikes in the prices 
of food products include Turkey, Syria, 
Lebanon, Kenya and those in North 
Africa.  In addition, several countries on 
this list are also dealing with internal 
political instability and conflict, 
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situations that only worsen when the 
people are starving.  Very high food 
prices caused riots all over the Middle 
East in 2011, and now we are moving 
into a food crisis that will be far greater 
than anything that we experienced 
back then.

Things are going to be very challenging 
in Europe as well, because Ukraine 
supplies the EU with just under 60% 
of its corn and nearly half of a key 
component in the grains needed to 
feed livestock. Meanwhile, crops all 
over the world are in surprisingly poor 
shape because weather conditions 
have been so strange.  China’s winter 
wheat crop could be the worst in 
history, raising concerns about grain 
supplies in the world’s biggest wheat 
consumer.  71% of all winter wheat in 
the United States has been affected by 
drought.

China has been buying up large 
supplies of grain on the world market, 
taking it out of circulation for the 
poorer countries of the world.  With 
such a large population, it makes 
sense for China to be concerned 
about rising fertiliser and food prices. 
Hungry populations revolt, and 
China’s government fears a revolution.  
According to Nikkei Asia, “China 
Hoards Over Half the World’s Grain, 
Pushing Up Global Prices.” China is 
expected to have “69% of the globe’s 
maize reserves in the first half of crop 
year 2022, 60% of its rice and 51% of its 
wheat.”

Starvation combined with domestic 
unrest is a powder keg waiting for a 

spark. The world has become far less 
safe.  The Bible prophesies famine as 
one of the signs of the last days.  

Has nuclear war been on your mind 
lately?  

If so, you are definitely not alone.  
According to Google, searches for 
“nuclear war” spiked to the highest 
level in the entire history of their 
search engine after the Russians 
invaded Ukraine.  Fear of a nuclear war 
has also sparked a global run on iodine 
pills and an explosion of YouTube 
videos instructing people how to 
survive a nuclear blast, and a tenfold 
increase in traffic to a website called 
NUKEMAP.  On NUKEMAP, it will tell 
you if your home will be destroyed 
if a nuclear weapon is detonated at 
a specific location.  Gary Lynch, the 
general manager of Texas-based Rising 
S Company, said that demand for its 
‘doomsday bunker’ survival shelters 
has soared more than “1000%” since 
the day Russian troops entered Ukraine.

World leaders have warned that the 
Russian invasion of Ukraine could spark 
a nuclear war. “Our imagination appears 
increasingly concentrated on the 
representation of a final catastrophe 
that will extinguish us,” Pope Francis 
said in Rome, commenting on the crisis 
in Ukraine.  “Nuclear conflict, once 
unthinkable, is now back within the 
realm of possibility,” UN Secretary-
General Antonio Guterres told 
reporters in New York.

Russian President Vladimir Putin 
introduced the prospect by placing 
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his country’s nuclear forces on high 
alert at the start of the war last month, 
warning the West of “catastrophic 
consequences” if it intervened in his 
“special military operation” in Ukraine.  
Although US President Joe Biden has 
said a nuclear war is unlikely, fears that 
Putin might actually order a nuclear 
strike against a Western country has 
moderated western responses to the 
conflict. This includes denying Ukraine 
a no-fly-zone demanded by President 
Volodymyr Zelensky in his address 
to Congress.  They want to avoid an 
accidental battlefield escalation that 
brings NATO into direct conflict with 
Russia through an incident along the 
Ukrainian-Polish border or if there was 
a no-fly-zone enforced by NATO.

Another possible starting point for 
a nuclear war is China and Taiwan.  
China is going to be a central player 
in the global drama that is going to 
play out over the next few years.  The 
deterioration of Chinese relations 
with the United States has accelerated, 
while Chinese relations with Russia 
have tightened, and that should 
deeply alarm all of us.  Many are 
deeply concerned that the U.S. could 
eventually find itself in a direct conflict 
with a Russian-Chinese alliance.  The 
Chinese are watching how western 
powers are responding to Russia very 
closely, because that will give them 
clues about how the western powers 
will behave if or when they pull the 
trigger on an invasion of Taiwan.

In fact, the Chinese likely understand 
that they have now been given a 
tremendous window of opportunity 
for a couple of reasons.  Number one, 

events in Afghanistan and Ukraine have 
exposed the weakness of American 
leadership.  If the Chinese are going to 
launch an invasion, they will almost 
certainly want to do it before Joe Biden 
is voted out in 2024.  Secondly, the 
attention of the western world is on 
Ukraine right now.  So if China invades, 
the ire of the western world will be 
split between both Russia and China.  
And since the U.S. would be forced to 
maintain a strong military presence in 
Europe to protect NATO allies, it would 
make it even less likely that the U.S. 
would be able to intervene effectively 
in Taiwan.  The Chinese believe that 
Taiwan is Chinese territory, and they 
are absolutely determined to bring it 
back under their control one way or the 
other.  The only question is timing, and 
the timing has never been better than 
it is now.

As China continues to make 
preparations for a potential invasion 
of Taiwan, the Chinese are warning 
that any nation that supports 
Taiwan militarily will face the “worst 
consequences”, adding that “no one 
and no force” would be able to stop 
the Communist Party if it took action 
against the island country. It is clear 
from other statements that ‘worst 
consequences’ mean a nuclear strike 
from China.

If China did invade Taiwan what would 
the Biden administration do?  Some 
believe that the US would just sit back 
and let China take Taiwan, but I believe 
that the Biden administration would 
feel compelled to intervene.  And that 
would mean the kind of shooting war 
with China that I have long warned 
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about.  If China invades Taiwan that 
will actually make a North Korean 
invasion of South Korea far more likely.  
Not to mention a possible attack by 
Iran on Israel or an attack by Israel on 
Iranian nuclear sites.  (Information on 
China and Taiwan from Michael Snyder, 
Prophecy News Watch).

The world has entered a very 
dangerous time. Any of these crises 
now in view threatens to go nuclear.  So 
does the Bible indicate a nuclear war 
before the second coming of Jesus?  
Certainly it speaks of times of great 
destruction which will cause mass 
death on earth.  For example Jeremiah 
25.31-33:  ‘Thus says the Lord of hosts: 
“Behold, disaster shall go forth 
from nation to nation, and a great 
whirlwind shall be raised up from the 
farthest parts of the earth. And at that 
day the slain of the Lord shall be from 
one end of the earth even to the other 
end of the earth. They shall not be 
lamented, or gathered, or buried; they 
shall become refuse on the ground.’

The famous four horsemen of the 
apocalypse passage speaks of the 
antichrist riding out to conquer, 
followed by war, famine and mass 
death (Revelation 6).  Jesus spoke of a 
time of great tribulation, the worst in 
history which would result in the end 
of life on earth if God did not cut it 
short by His return.  Matthew 24.21-22.

In the book of Zechariah we have a 
prophecy of the last battle which 
parallels the New Testament Battle 
of Armageddon.  Here we read ‘And 
this shall be the plague with which 
the Lord will strike all the people who 

fought against Jerusalem: Their flesh 
shall dissolve while they stand on 
their feet, their eyes shall dissolve in 
their sockets, and their tongues shall 
dissolve in their mouths.’  Zechariah 
14.12.  This sounds like the result 
of a nuclear explosion.  This event 
happens at the very end of this age at 
the moment when the Messiah Jesus 
returns and stands on the Mount of 
Olives and brings an end to the war and 
sets up His Millennial kingdom.

I believe God will intervene to hold 
back the horror of a full scale nuclear 
war before the second coming.  
However in the Great Tribulation 
period before the Second Coming 
there will be some terrible things 
happening on earth.  We need to ‘flee 
the wrath to come’ now by turning to 
Jesus the Messiah now in repentance 
and faith and so being ready for His 
soon return.    

What is to be done?

The things happening in the world and in 
the church are a sign that we are living in 
the last days before the Second Coming 
of Jesus Christ.  When asked about the 
signs of His second coming Jesus said: 
“Take heed that no one deceives you. 
For many will come in My name, saying, 
‘I am the Christ,’ and will deceive many.  
And you will hear of wars and rumours 
of wars. See that you are not troubled; 
for all these things must come to pass, 
but the end is not yet. For nation will rise 
against nation, and kingdom against 
kingdom. And there will be famines, 
pestilences, and earthquakes in various 
places. All these are the beginning of 
sorrows.  Matthew 24.3-8.
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These things will reach a climax in the 
event known as the Great Tribulation.  
Jesus spoke about this in the verses 
that follow the quote above in 
Matthew 24.21-22:  For then there will 
be great tribulation, such as has not 
been since the beginning of the world 
until this time, no, nor ever shall be.   And 
unless those days were shortened, no 
flesh would be saved; but for the elect’s 
sake those days will be shortened.

This will be the most disastrous time 
in human history.  You can find out 
more about it in the Book of Revelation 
chapters 6 to 19.  Jesus tells us that if 
God did not cut short these days it 
would lead to the end of life on earth.  
He tells us more about this time in Luke 
21.
And Jerusalem will be trampled by 
Gentiles until the times of the Gentiles 
are fulfilled.  “And there will be signs 
in the sun, in the moon, and in the stars; 
and on the earth distress of nations, 
with perplexity, the sea and the waves 
roaring; men’s hearts failing them from 
fear and the expectation of those things 
which are coming on the earth, for the 
powers of the heavens will be shaken.  
Then they will see the Son of Man 
coming in a cloud with power and great 
glory. Now when these things begin to 
happen, look up and lift up your heads, 
because your redemption draws near.”

Jesus speaks of ‘the distress of nations 
with perplexity’.  The word used in the 
original for ‘with perplexity’ is ‘aporia’ 
which means ‘with no way out’.  In 
other words, there will be a world crisis 
with no human solution shaking the 
world at this time.  Today we see crisis 
after crisis coming down the line and 

no one can solve them.  Environment, 
financial, social, health – the world is 
in deep trouble.  People will be afraid 
of what is coming on the earth as the 
‘powers of the heavens will be shaken’, 
cosmic upheavals which are beyond 
our control.  The end result will be the 
Second Coming of Jesus (the Son of 
Man), with all the power of God at His 
disposal.  

At some point in this process this 
event will take place, by which the true 
believers in Jesus will be taken out of 
this world and taken to a place of safety 
in the Lord.  

For the Lord Himself will descend from 
heaven with a shout, with the voice of 
an archangel, and with the trumpet of 
God. And the dead in Christ will rise first.  
Then we who are alive and remain shall 
be caught up together with them in the 
clouds to meet the Lord in the air. And 
thus we shall always be with the Lord. 
Therefore comfort one another with 
these words.  1 Thessalonians 4.16-18.

Jesus told us to be ready for this to 
happen at any time (Matthew 24.34-
46).  In order to be ready for this event 
we must make sure that we are in a right 
relationship with God, by repenting of 
our sin and believing the Gospel, that 
Jesus Christ / Messiah died for our sins 
and rose again from the dead.  

In the meantime we should make use of 
the time that remains by telling people 
how to find salvation through faith in 
Jesus Christ, who has come once to 
redeem us and is coming again to judge 
the world in righteousness.  You don’t 
have to be a trained theologian to do 
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this (in fact trained theologians are 
often the biggest obstacle).  You simply 
have to be born again of the Holy Spirit 
through accepting Jesus as Saviour and 
want to get the message of the Gospel 
out in any way possible.  Ask God to 
show you ways you can do this.

Here are some of the resources we 
produce to help you do this.  Our 
leaflets, ‘SOS’ and ‘Hope for the Future’, 
can be given out to your friends, family 
and neighbours, handed out on the 
streets or posted through letterboxes.  
Already thousands of these leaflets 
have gone out through our supporters 
in different parts of the country.  Our 
booklet 10 Signs of the Second Coming 
of Jesus Christ gives more detail on 
the prophetic programme and current 
events.  

The article ‘Can you lose your 
salvation?’ answers the question about 
what is salvation and whether we can 
lose it once we have found it.  It goes 
through a number of Bible passages 
on the subject and encourages us to 
believe in our eternal security in Jesus 
Christ.  ‘The Omega Course’ is a study 
in Bible prophecy which takes you 
through most of the main passages 
about end times and gives you the 
opportunity to examine these texts and 
answer questions about them.  Both 
these booklets are available for £1 plus 
postage.  

We do a monthly talk ‘This month in 
prophecy’ looking at what is happening 
now in the light of Bible prophecy.  
Available on CD for £3 or on our 
website www.bridgelane.org.uk We use 
the Internet and social media to pass on 

messages about the Lord and His return.  
You can join in with this by passing on 
such messages to contacts on Facebook 
and social media.  

We also put on services at The Bridge 
Christian Fellowship in London 
NW11 which are recorded and put on 
our website.  These often deal with 
prophetic themes.

Finally we have printed a prayer of 
salvation you can say to God if you have 
not yet accepted Jesus Christ as Saviour 
and are ready to accept Him now.   Turn 
over to find this prayer.

More information is available on these 
websites
Light for the Last Days www.
lightforthelastdays.co.uk
Messiah Factor www.messiahfactor.com
The Bridge Christian Fellowship www.
bridgelane.org.uk 
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For further information, please write to:

Tony Pearce,
Light for the Last Days,
Box BM - 4226, London, WC1N 3XX

Email:  enquiries@lightforthelastdays.co.uk

Website:  http://www.lightforthelastdays.co.uk

Registered Charity No. 1099651

Conclusion
All the things that we write of in this magazine are pointers to the 
fulfilment of Bible prophecies of the last days in our day and the 
soon coming of the Lord Jesus Christ.

The most important thing we can do, in the light of this, is to call on 
the name of the Lord for salvation, so we are ready to meet Him at 
His coming.

Dear Heavenly Father, I admit that I am a sinner and need your  
forgiveness. I believe that Jesus the Messiah died in my place,  

shedding His blood to pay for my sins, and that He rose again from 
the dead to give me eternal life. I am willing right now to turn from 

my sin and accept Jesus the Messiah as my personal Saviour and Lord. 
I commit my life to you and ask you to send the Holy Spirit into my 

life, to fill me and to take control and to help me become the kind  
of person you want me to be.

Thank you Father for loving me.

In Jesus’ name, Amen.


